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Abstract— Due to rapid evolution of micro blog content on social media websites, internet has become a vital medium for a 

huge source of data. Internet has change the general perspective of socializing and finding the information regarding various 

(entities). Use of data from social networks for different purposes, such as election prediction, sentimental analysis, marketing, 

communication, business, and education, is increasing day by day. Due to overwhelming amount of user opinion, reviews, and 

suggestions available through the web platform, and it helps in analysing and taking better decisions. Micro blogging websites 

becomes a major source for the gauging the perspective of the user. 

 In this paper, we are using the concept of opinion mining and analysing tweets to classify the data and extract the sentiments 

from it. Extraction of valuable information precisely from social media website and thus Several decisions can be made more 

efficiently using sentiments of individuals. Verified reviews need to be used for better accuracy. Proposed system is tested on 

the collection of real time data extracted from Twitter. The resultant opinion is represented in the form of graph and 

sentimento. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays user check opinions ,experiences and feedback 

published by other users while taking any decision of buying 

a product or any kind of service using web resources. A Vast 

amount of data can be extracted using various micro 

blogging websites. When trying to analyse any opinions 

present on the various sites ,user are often confuse due to 

large amount of reviews and mixed opinions. Since, it has 

become more easier to take content from various online 

platforms and to make the significant decision by analysing 

it. The main objective behind the system is that user can 

easily and efficiently extract the useful and subjective 

information. It allows you to easily  track and measure what 

people are stating in regards to you, your organization, your 

products, or any subject over the web’s social networking 

scene continuously. It works similar to Google alerts and 

companies can hope to profit by this platform as it permits 

them to get feedback analysis of individuals which can assist 

them with thinking of better advertising methodologies 

pushing ahead. We have consider twitter websites to extract 

tweets and user views about various products. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Opinion mining 

Opinion mining refers to use of natural language processing, 

text analysis and biometrics to systematically identify , 

extract, quantify and study affective states and subjective 

information. System involves collecting and examines the 

text about any event from different sources like comment, 

reviews ,post and tweets. Opinion mining is one of the 

challenging issue which have taken a lot of efforts by 

researcher to solve .It has four phases removing white 

spaces, commas , and symbols and collecting terms together 

also known as tokenization. Removing articles (stop words) 

,stemming(relevant tokens) .Also Feature extraction deals 

with various feature types and selection. Map Reduce 

algorithm is clustering of the data. And for visualisation we 

use bar charts ,pie charts and sentimento (percentage) 

towards any services or products. Classification of reviews 

into positive, negative and neutral classes helps products, 

business , individuals in taking their decisions. We have 

consider twitter websites to extract tweets and gather useful 

information about various topics. 

 

Sentiment analysis 
Sentiment analysis is a study of opinions and emotions 

towards entities, events and their attributes. Whenever we 

need to make decision, opinion play an important role. 

Sentiment analysis is use to determine what audience think 

towards a particular product and graphically represent the 
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sentiments. Site containing stance and survelling then can 

still be a tough task because they are in large number. 

Sentiment analysis is not a single task but it is a problem 

which contains many sub problems. The focus is towards the 

methods that finds the subjective information. 

 

Literature Review 

In [1] the authors “Pankaj Kumar , Kashika Manoche and 

Harshita Gupta “ has described about the concept of opinion 

mining the extractions from the tools is done from the twitter 

for determining the content as positive, negative or neutral. 

Use of sentimental analysis the automatic extraction and 

processing of opinions from various sites. The main focus is 

on summarization and classification of opinions. 

In paper [2], the author discusses about the opinion mining 

approach to use on tourism domain. The reviews available on 

tourism with features has enlighten the use of NLP based 

rules, for the task of sentiment classification at the aspect 

level. 

In [3] “Rabia Batool, Asad Masood Khattak , Jahanzeb 

Maqbool and Sungyoung Lee” has explained about the 

system that was proposed to process short text and filter 

which then precise the information obtained. People are able 

to create communities of digital platform using hashtags . 

Categorization of relevant information can be done using 

hashtags in tweets. Paring is performed in the system and 

specific classification of tweets is made. The information 

gain has made the system to summarize twitter data for user 

sentiments from a particular category. 

The authors- Dharmesh Ramani and Hazari Prasun 

in[4]describe reviews of Machine learning approaches as 

they work well for classifying sentiment analysis . Support 

Vector Machine(SVM) provides high accuracy for sentiment 

classification. To extend the accuracy and enhance the 

performance of the sentiment SVM is used and better results 

are obtained. In near future to enhance the performance and 

improve the accuracy of solving the issue for various 

language detection other than English could be done.  

This paper is intended to survey on sentiment analysis 

architecture, sentiment analysis type, level and task. This 

survey deals with machine learning methods that utilized for 

mining sentiment analysis and Opinion Mining. 

In [5] Deepali Virmani, Vikrant Malhotra, Ridhi Tyagi 

proposes algorithm to analyse the sentiment using 

collaborated opinion mining. .Remarks given by teacher are 

analysed word by word in the proposed system. Database of 

sentiment words has been used for analysis of opinion. 

Bottom-up approach to identify opinions present is used 

.Every sentiment word in the database has been given a 

value. When a sentiment word is detected in a sentence the 

value saved in the database is used for evaluating the values. 

The proposed algorithm finds the polarity of remark. 

The authors “Yogesh Dubey, Pranil Chaudhari, Shaldon 

Chaphya “described about the various defects in the current 

system as it does not detect temporary or new malicious 

websites. Use of automated classifier is done for detection of 

malicious websites using URL features. Classifiers are 

trained using dataset. The system is divided into training and 

detection phase. Trained classifiers are used to check if 

website is malicious or legitimate.id3 algorithm is used for 

making decision tree and train the classifiers. 

In paper [7] authors have proposed web pages which are 

suggested by the normal web pages framework are listed and 

are not clustered. The web depends on keywords. The web 

search tool does not comprehend the significance of the 

searched query as it doesn't have foundation area learning of 

the searched query. The web search tool planned the website 

pages as per the static groups formed. As static clusters 

formed a few drawback of mapping the webpages, there was 

a need to discover the answer for the same. 

In [8] authors have discussed about web that has been the 

large repository of the information. It makes difficult for the 

user to get the continuously updated information. Therefore 

search query may sometime be not that productive way for 

getting the output for the particular query.And due to this the 

data may not be relevant for the user according to the domain 

specific. Therefore by clustering the Web pages as per the 

domain it lead to the best search results for that requested 

query. The recommendation for the web pages and clustering 

statically in order to generate the efficient result. 

In paper [9] Kazutaka Shimada, Shunsuke Inoue, Hiroshi 

Maeda describes in this paper the basic technologies which 

are used to extract tourism information from web and 

perform sentimental analysis on the extracted information. It 

can be segregated into positive and negative opinions. Portal 

sites are used to extract basic tourist information. The portal 

sites does not show information related to location or event 

names. Here, twitter API is required to retrieve the tweets 

with twitter. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

An architectural model (in software) is a rich and rigorous 

diagram, created using available standards, in which the 

primary concern is to illustrate a specific set of tradeoffs 

inherent in the structure and design of a system or 

ecosystem. Software architects use architectural models to 

communicate with others and seek peer feedback. An 

architectural model is an expression of a viewpoint in 

software architecture. 
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Figure 1. Architecture Diagram. 
 

The components present in the architecture diagram are 

mentioned below: 

User Query: 

A user query is a query that a user enters into a search bar to 

satisfy his or her information needs. Search queries are 

distinctive in that they are often plain text. 

Twitter API: 

As user gives input in search bar the system then connects to 

twitter through twitter api. Twitter API helps in building 

connectivity with the twitter to retrieve information and gain 

access to the data. 

Twitter Server: 

The twitter server takes request as search query from twitter 

API and as a response it provides information related to the 

search query .Authentication of the user is also checked by 

the API in initial stages. 

Excel Database  

All the information that is retrieved from the twitter is stored 

in the form of file which can be updated frequently as the 

new data comes in the system. This is the information on 

which Sentiment analysis is performed. 

Transaction Database  

This database consists of datasets that are matched with the 

data retrieved from twitter and are stored in database 1.This 

is done using MapReduce algorithm to get Sentiment of the 

tweets. 

Working 

For categorizing and training the classifier we need Twitter 

data. Use of API's that twitter provides for this purpose. 

Extraction of tweets for analysis, we need to access to our 

Twitter account and create an app. This app will save the 

following information in a script called credentials.py 

IV. CONCLUSION and FUTURE SCOPE  

Earlier days the Traditional warehouses were not able to 

keep up the raising and increasing  social media data. By this 

system ,one can build a dashboard to analyse and monitor the 

sentiment of Twitter traffic around any given topic in near 

real time(that is ,with the delay of 1-2 minutes)and allows the 

user to take the advantage of the near real-time Twitter 

Sentiment for business insights or any other purposes. There 

are several ways to define and analyse the social media data 

such as Facebook and twitter etc. Different operations and 

queries can be performed by any user. But the problem arises 

when dealing with Bigdata of several types of unstructured 

data. Here it is solved by using Hadoop and its packages. 

And we have done some analysis on the tweets and the most 

number of tweet ids. So it is concluded that processing time 

and retrieving capabilities are made very easy when 

compared to other processing and analysing techniques for 

large amount of data. 

Future Scope 

Nowadays, huge amount of data has became the Buzzworld 

in IT industries and organizations. Therefore processing and 

analyzing of the data has increased alot. This paper 

implemented the analysing of big data (tweets) only for text. 

Further, analysis can be done to images and all types of 

multimedia files based on index support .Hence, the outcome 

of text mining and data analysing would help in suggesting 

Similar pages based on different types of data. Therefore it 

has made more convenient and available to people who is 

using and trying to access such type of data. 
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